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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Overview 

Decima Research is pleased to present this report to the Department of External Affairs 

(DEA) on the findings from a series of focus groups dealing with free trade which were 

conducted across Canada from July 13 to July 16. Locations for the groups were Halifax, 

Vancouver, Montreal, Toronto, London and Brantford. In each city, one group consisted 

of higher socio-economic status (SES) participants whose annual family or household 

income exceeded $40,000 per annum. Most of those recruited for the other group held in 

each city were lower SES individuals, most of whom had annual incomes below $40,000 

per annum. 

A report on the results of the groups conducted in Montreal is appended to this 

document. The report deals with the results from the groups conducted in the other 

centres across Canada. The major conclusions stemming from the focus group research 

and presented in the Conclusions segment of this report do, however, draw upon the 

findings from all of the groups conducted, including those in Montreal. 

Perhaps the most basic conclusion that can be drawn from the group discussions is that 

Canadians do not know much about free trade. They claim not to know much about what 

is going on and many have difficulty defining what free trade means, especially 

Canadians of lower socio-economic status (SES). Many think they will not know or will 

not be able to form an opinion on it until they see "what's on the table." People feel they 

need more information in order to formulate an opinion on free trade and what it might 

mean for Canada. 

As for Ontario and why opinion on free trade in that province (as revealed through the 

nation-wide telephone survey conducted by Decima in June) is more skeptical, some 

further indications of the reasons for this emerged in the groups. As revealed in the 

quantitative work, there are concerns about the implications of free trade in terms of 

control over Canada by the U.S. over time, as well as concern about potential job 

losses. These findings were confirmed and reflected in more detail by the focus group 

participants. 

DECIMA RESEARCH LIMITED 
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One important issue did emerge in the groups which was not revealed in the June survey 

rèsults. That is a concern evident among participants in all groups, but particularly those 

in Ontario, with whether free trade will in fact be "free." Participants expressed 

concerns about whether the AmeriCans are prepared to reach a fair, balanced and "equal" 

agreement, of mutual benefit to both sides. Part of this, for a plurality of group 

participants, involves a belief that the Americans will not or are not prepared to give up 

the right to take "protectionist" measures, even under a free trade deal. 

B. Attitudes Towards the U.S. 

While there were some mixed views, most people expressed positive overall feelings or 

impressions about the United States and Americans in general. These impressions were 

defined and expressed for the most part in very personal and person-to-person terms. 

When the U.S. and Americans were viewed from a more macro or less-personal 

perspective, the saliency of concern with U.S. control and power vis-à-vis Canada was 

greater. Typical of the positive impressions expressed were statements defining the 

Canada-U.S. relationship in almost family-like terms. A frequent comment was that the 

two countries were kind of like a brother and sister, though there was a recognition that 

"...like our families, we often disagree." Overall, the U.S. was seen as basically a 

friendly country which has been a good neighbour to Canada. 

Several themes emerged among the statements expressing positive impressions of the 

U.S. These include praise for Americans' pride and patriotism in their country, their 

sense of individual freedom, the protection they offer to Canada and their 

entrepreneurialism. Those expressing more negative impressions pointed to Americans' 

lack of knowledge or even ignorance about Canada, commenting that "They're ignorant of 

Canada" and "They don't even know Canada exists." They also mentioned aspects of 

Americans' culture and society, such as prevalent violence. Some perceived Americans 

as arrogant and aggressive. 

DECIMA RESEARCH LIMITED 
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Mixed views were expressed about whether Canada should have closer or looser relations

with the Americans. Those in favour of closer relations emphasized the economic

benefits for Canada, in terms of increased competitiveness, the availability of cheaper

consumer products and perhaps some of the "entrepreneur ialisrn" of Americans rubbing

off on Canadians. This theme emerged quite frequently among the comments of

participants and is typified by the statement of one Toronto participant that "They're

more like an entrepreneur. They take chances where money is concerned, whereas

Canadians have all their money in the bank. Canadians are more conservative in that

respect."

A provisio for support for closer relations with the United States frequently mentioned

was that this was favoured as long as the Americans were prepared to become a "partner,

not a commander." As one London participant put it, "If we can develop a harmonious

relationship with the U.S. then that would benefit us tremendously, but l don't want them

to take over though." Those against closer relations were most concerned with U.S.

power and influence over Canada.

DECIMA RESEARCH LIMITED
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H. DEFINITION AND AWARENESS

A. Meaning of Free Trade

As noted above, many participants had difficulty defining what free trade meant. Most

people talked about it in the Canada-U.S. context and did not respond to the probe for

perceptions of the concept of free trade. There was greater accuracy of definition and

understanding among the higher SES participants, but even among these participants,

many claimed they did not have enough information to express a view and felt that they

needed the issue to be explained more to them. Many also felt they did not know who to

believe about what was going on, or in fact what was being proposed.

Those who did express a view about the meaning of free trade mentioned the removal of

tariffs and other barriers, and goods coming across which are "not taxed." Many

appeared more concerned in a "top of mind" sense with the possible consumer price

benefits of free trade, instead of focusing on issues relating to jobs. A considerable

number focused on consumer products from the U.S. ranging from cars to alcohol and

cigarettes which they felt would be available in Canada at cheaper prices. Considering

responses in total, there appeared to be more interest if not concern among participants

with the possible consumer price benefits of free trade, than with its possible impact on

jobs.

Overall, the majority of participants also appeared to view Canada-U.S. trade more in

terms of the flow of trade and investment north, rather than from a more balanced

perspective of free trade meaning increased flows of trade both ways.

The issue of whether free trade will in fact be "free" was raised at this juncture of the

discussion in several groups. An imperative of an equal bargaining process was identified

and concerns expressed that perhaps the U.S. was going to get more. Other concerns,

besides those relating to employment, involved uncertainty about whether Canadian

companies could compete with American companies under free trade. Uncertainty here

stems from an apparent lack of knowledge of Canadian business. Others felt that free

trade would in fact provide the stimulus which might serve to make the Canadian

workforce and businesses more productive and more competitive.

DECIMA RESEARCH WITED
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B. Attentiveness and Understanding

1. Following

The quantitative survey results show that more Canadians (41%) say that they have

been following the trade negotiations closely, than indicate that they understand the

issue as well as they would like (24%). Consistent with the survey results, most of

the group participants said that they have not been following the discussions closely.

Major reasons that emerged in the discussions relate to information and interest.

Once again, people stressed that they did not have enough information about what

was going on and therefore were unaware of what was being discussed. For instance,

a Vancouver participant said that "I'm interested in free trade and have been

following it but don't know what's on the table." Comments which emerged in

Halifax include, "Not that much has come out about what is being negotiated - no

one really knows what's going on," and "I would like to be able to follow it and (have)

been trying to, but it's futile."

Several people felt that the information they were able to obtain via the media was

more of a speculative nature and not informative about what issues were actually

being discussed. While there was a recognition of the complexity of the issue,

particularly among the lower SES participants, others felt that "It's not complex.

We just need to know more."

Degree of personal interest in free trade in general was raised both as a reason why

individuals were following the issue and for others, why they were not. On the one

hand, several participants said they were following the issue because of their

expectation that it could personally affect their jobs or those of their friends and

relatives. For many others, the response was in effect, "Tm not interested because

I don't see how it will affect me." A degree of cynicism and sense of powerlessness

was also evident among still others who took this position one step further. That is,

a comment which emerged in several groups was that some people were not

following the issue because they felt that "It doesn't matter because I won't have any

say in it."

DECIMA RLSCARCH LIMITED
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An issue which came up in Halifax relates to the amount of media coverage. 

Participants felt that the local print and other media had not to date devoted much 

space or time to exploring or discussing the possible effects of free trade for the 

Atlantic region and for industries and businesses within the region. 

2. Understanding 

A lack of understanding is attributable to the concerns noted above regarding 

information and the lack of it. There were several kinds of information people felt 

they would like to see more of, with the most precise comments relating to 

economic effects for themselves personally. People wanted to know how it would 

affect them personally in terms of jobs, prices and standard of living, as well as 

more about what are the issues involved in the discussions. 

Several also were interested in more information and explanations about the 

rationale for free trade. Questions posed in this context by participants were: "Why 

are we doing this? What are the reasons behind it? Why do we have to do this with 

the United States and not other countries? Who started this and why'?" There was a 

sense in the groups that the major stakeholders had not explained the issues and 

rationale to the Canadian public very well. 

DECIMA RESEARCH LIMITED 
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III. GOOD IPEA OR, BAD IDEA?

A. Overall

As in the quarttltative. .data, the.grodp discussions rev^aled rnixedviews aSA0 whe t}ier or

not free trade.betwec-n Canada and the-linited States would be a good ihing. The reaso6s

affered,for each position were consistent with those-repvrted in the June natioo-wide

survey resuits. Those in favour pointed to economic benefi#s. for themselves personally

and for Canada, as well as anticipated positive effects on.cornpetitiveness for Canada.

Those against w8re, for thié 'rnvst. part, caneernëd about éither pr both of the iiinpact of

free, trade on jobs. and prices, as well as questions of Canada rriain'tasning .ïts-

ind,^pendence and con trol. over its econo rny in the face of iriereia^ed Amr ican influenc e.

5everal issues carne up in the groups, which added to the iternizatiarM of reasvns ob taihed'

via the June survey. One involved wages, raised in the context of both support for and

opposition to free trade. Some of those In favour expected that free trade wwld

enhance Canadian compétitivefl(^ss through depressing whaÇ they :felt were excessively

high wages in swrïe cases.. On the -oth`er hand, Vancouver graup. p8rtiç.ipants expressed

concern about a loss of the recog6ïzahly. high wages m.any enjoy .in Canada and in British

Columbia in particular.

Another, very frequently raise.d reason for think4ng free trade might be a- good idea

pertained to expectations of- an opening up of the Canada-U.S. border in t^rms of people

flows, as we11 as trade^- flovrs.. That is, 5vrrie felt that., free trade would'he a good thing if

it meant that [hoy could move: fteely back and forO across the border to seek

ernployment.- Others said they thought that peàple in ^h e perso'nal service industr4es

would be able to more easily sell and market #heir services ïn the U.S. unde r I ree trade;

as compared to the "°red tape" many people felt they had to contLznd with today. (^iven

this apparent expectation of freer rnovement of people betweerr the two countrh^s Linder

free trade, it will be imperative that the. precise terms of a free trade agreernent in

regard i^ this issue be clearly explained to Canadians.

DECiNlA RESEARCH LIMfTED,
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Participants were asked to def ine the attributes of a go0d ôr bad tra& deal,from their

pe rspective. Responses were no t fQc used on the precise can`ten t of a deal, so rnuch,as on

the likely effects of it and the existence of variaus forms of. "safeguards.'4 Of ptïmary

concern, however; was. that people thoughtI -chat to datermine'if a free trado deal was a

"gaod" one, it ^would be importarit to know what was in it and what it was going to cov er.

The cvncern far information was aga -in pararnourst. A5 one participant put- it, "You can*C

make an intelligent decision until you have all of the facts."

A good deal was seerr to have to be. to Canada's Advantage economically, in terms of

ernplop•ment,..lowOr prïçes, the dollar and :the econoMy "ouerall. SpecificAlly, Concern was

expressed a . bout protection for Canada's natiaral r0sources -and environrhent. There also

was a sense arnong participants tha t for a deal to he good, it had to. be fair and balanced,

ând that C anada should not have to make a11 of- the concessions. Maintenance o f contrnl

over social programs wa5 also raisi^d, as was the issue-of exclusions. One 8rantford group

participant ternarked that "lt's not the inclusions but the exclusions that matter." In this

c0rrtext, some Ontario group partxc,rpants p6inted Co Agriculture and the autohlotive

sector (Auto Pact) as 'areas that shàuld be excluded from adeai for it to he-gnod for

Canada.

Descriptions of the attributes of a bad deal were presented with reference to the

attributes of a good deai. Absence of these attributes would mean that the deal was a

bad one for Canada.

1. The average Canadian artcl stakehôlder credibility

Reflecting their own perceptions -as noted abQvé, focus group participants fe.lt that

the average . Canadian will be ab €e to tell if . a free trade deal is good or bad by

knowing or determinirrg how it is going to affec t th^rn personally. Once aga in, jo bs,

the setUrity of -one's own job, wages, and whether goods will be cheaper or more

-expertsive for the averag^- Car, adian, were ment ioned.. 5everal also pinpointed - the

effect orr' the value of the C.anadian dollar as a:n importarit factor. in shc^rt, as one

Brantford participant said:.'a,is it gding to tnak6 all that mutéh difff^rettce when you go

t6hny so rnething?"

DECIMA RESEARCH LIMITED
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Given the low level of understanding of the details of free trade, there ,also was a 

recognition that it would be important for the average Canadian to_Look to yarious 

spokesmen >  stakeholders and •other observers and analysts to obtain môre 

information about any spec•fic free trade deal in order to form their own opinions 

about it. Several alternative sources were presented to participants, ranging from 

the Prime Minister and Premiers, to labour and business leaders. 

Results show that there was  no  consensus as - to any one group or inclividuai whose 

.opinion Canadians would consider rnOst in determining whether they felt that a free 

trade deal Was good or bad for ,the country. Cynicism was evident among a nuniber 

of participants who were of the view that each of these groups had a bias, or a 

special interest vis-à-vis free trade. Arnong the more cynical expressions of thiÉ 

view was a statement that'"You can't trust any of those grcFups. They see what they 

want to see." Therefore, 'while different people preferrecf different groups, overall 

there Was a sense that _the average Canadian should "read  and  listen to everything 

that's going oh," and then form their own opinion. 

Somewhat of a hierarchy of perceived credibility -  waS apparent in  the  opinions 

expressed by group participants. POliticians (both federal and provincial) as a group 

were,seen by most to be,arnong those perceived as least credible and least likely to 

be arnong those whose opinion participants would consider most. One notabie 

exception to thiS very clear consensus among group participants overall was the 

considerable credibility of Robert Bourassa  as an information source on the merits 

of a free trade :deal encFng Montreal group participants. (See report on Montreal 

groups in Appendix). Labour leaders also fell in:lc; •hiS categOry, although some 

people (especially in Vancouver) still felt that their views should be considered  as  

they were thought to be likely to  have an appreciation of the "employment impact of 

free trade. 

Those groups  or  'stakeholders that overall seemed to be accorded greater credibility 

consisted of business people, "détatched" observers such as economists, financial 

writers and political analysts >  and the media. Even with regard to these >  however, 

several participants doted that each of these groups hacf some fallings as a source of 

DECIMA I.E5EARCI-1 LIMITED 
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"tUnbiased" !information on the te r'its or deb its of frëe trade. Some aaw business

people as having. a. 5petrïal. interest, depènding oh the effect of free [rade on tFièir

partic^ular business. Several thought academic ecariomists .were ton "academk_-" and

"paper oriented" and did not have.. a-pr.ac tica! enough orlein tatiori for the average

Canadian.

A considefable number thought that it would be b8st to listen to the vièws of

business pèople. They were seen by these participants as dealirzg "directly' with the

dollars and cerri's" and likely to have a cleat understanding of the effects of 'free

trade fvr thern. -^om e thought that 'T h8 best information 'source 'wou ld be 'Ibusirnesses

which are succ es.sful in their iawn right." Such busin6ss spokesrYieri could pravè•to be

an effective feature. of a regionally focu5ed strategy of, recruiting businëss

representatives to speak in support of the benefits of free trade to théi,r region.

Many othe.r.s identified the-media as a good information source, though many others

saw them as biiased.

The main impli:cdtion of the'se- results for communication strategy is that the

proponents of free trade, would be advised to reçruit and present to the public a

diversified and uaried range of different groups and spvkespersons, to speak out on

-the benefits of a free trade deal. Pr.iority should be placed during the period leading

up to an agreement on efforts to rec ruit such groups'to perforrn this fianctiori.

The essential aim of recruïtirig a divérse range of 5pkesp:E^rsons and groups tv,Speak

out on the beriefits of a free trade deal would be to avoid the emergence of â public

'perception that there are only one or a fëw groups in favvur of it, or that it is Only a

"govern men t" issue. I-{av ing the message of the prvp4nents 0f f ree trade ertuhCïated

and reinforced by spokespersons and groups (other than governrnent and media

personnel), which may have considerable public credïbiiity on the issue as well,

would obviously.be :likely to enhance the prospects of' that message being positively

received by the public.

Di-cIMA REsEAKc^H LmiTED
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B. Provincial Impact (1)  Ontario  

As in the quantitative results, the views as to the overall effect of tree trade on Ontario 

among participants in the focus groups held in Ontario centres were mixed. Those who 

oxpected more negative consequences were somewhat more vociferous in expressing 

their views. They pointed to expected job tosses, an influx of U.S. products flooding the 

Ontario market and the possibility  o U.S. companies "pulling up stakes." Those with 

more-positive views of the effect On 'Ontario felt that because of its geographic locatiOn 

in the industrial . heartland of North America and some'inherent competitive advantages 

such as a skilled labour force, the province would likely benefit. 

Among -those who expressed a view, most opinions on the effects of free trade on Ontario 

were based on expectations of the effects on specific sectors. This is irt contrast to 

views apparent among  participants in the groups conducted in Vancouver, Halifax and 

Montreal to a certain extent, among whoth there seemed to be a greater sense of what 

the overall impact of free trade on their province met be. This difference may he a 

reflection of the relative diversity of the structure of industry and the economy in 

Ontario, as compared to British Columbia and Atlantic Canada, In which particular 

resource industries are of overriding or disproportionate importance to the provincial 

economies. 

People did not express views on the anticipated effect of free trade on manufacturing in 

general, but rather spoke, immediately about their-  perceptions of the likely effects on 

jobs or the automotive sector primarily. A majority of comments about the effect of 

free trade on both the cars and car parts sectors asserted that the effects of free trade 

on them would be negative, This is somewhat consistent with the June survey results, 

which show that 47% of Ontarians feel that  the sector will be worse off under free trade, 

compared to 3996 who think it will be IDetter off. Similarly, in regard to agriculture, 59% 

of Ontarians surveyed in June exPect that agriculture and farming will be worse off 

under free trade. 

Reasons stated for the expectations regarding the auto sector baMcally stressed the 

perception that the Americans could produce a greater voLume of cars, more cheaply 

than can be clone in Canada.  M'a  result, these people thought that American cars would 

DECIMA RESEARCH liMITÉD 
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flood the Canadian market :ieadirig~to lay-offs in Che'Ontarlo automotive industry. The

colrrmunktra.tions challenge here is to f.lrst, at the appropriaee t1me, define how, i# Zit a11,

the Ontario cars ahd car parts sectors will be affected by fr(^e' trade. As well, the

reasons presented in the groups by, rho^e co,ricerne'd about possible negative 'effects-on the

industry betray the fact that they perhaps have an incomplete or insUffident

understanding of the structure of the North American automobile manufac;uring industry

as,egtablished by the 1965 Canada-U.S. Auto Pact.

On agriculture, tho.se whv had a vie w on tht- potential impact v.f free trade on the sectnr

had very cl^^ar and firm vie . ws, expecting -a irery negativé impact. Overall, hovvever., a

rnajorï#y of participants in the Ontario groups riid not have very çlear.T^r informed view5

about what the, effea on the agricul"tural sector rnkght be.

The main reasons why people did expect agriculture and farrr,ir<g to be worse off relate to

Certain pèrceived comparative advantages ^af the American industry. Issues such as the

lenger American growing ^easau,. the volume of production in 'U.S. agriculture and

assocfated surpluses in varivus products., plus the exi^tençe'of U.S. governmerit suh^sidiës,

were all pointed to as likely ta. lead- to the s6ctvr- being wo. rse off. Thew s^r"ious

competitive pressures were'in some cases seern tobe ihr.eatèning the viability of certain

Ontario producers; partieularly in the &iry and poultry sectors.

1. Nova Sc6tia and British Columbia

Halifax participants thought the .Carsad ian. fish and fish produc:ts sectors would be

better -off; however, there .were. correerns expressed about possible ïncfeased

American fishing in Canadian waters and the effect of this on the Càrradian

industry. As for shipbuitding, free trade was seen to li€cely have a positive ef f ec t on

the -sector. 1Vhile the Canadian industry was seen as comgetktive in operational

terms, ^there were some concerns about the sector's ability to compete with the

A merïcan industry given. its size and production volurne.

As fOr British G6lumbia, part içipatlts in the Vancouver graup overall felt t.he. lumbër

and minïrig• sectars wouW henef it, as would service industries in the province.

DEClMA KESEARCH LIMITED
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IV. EXPECTATIONS REGARDING T.FIE ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF FREE TRADE 

A. Expectations Regarding jobs 

VieWs regarding the effect of free trade on employment have been referred to above and 

have been reported as well in previous nation-wide surveys, including The Decirna 

Quarterly Report. Essentially, previous research shows a roughly equal division between 

those expecting more, about the same, or less jobs. This was reflected in the group 

discussions as well,. along with a recognition among many, that the short-terrn impact 

may be negative but would likely "balance out" over the long run. There were some 

concerns expressed, however, about the nature of the jobs available for Canadians under 

this new "equilibrium." 

That is, rhat emerged in the focus group discussions, which was "new" or added tà the 

understanding of Cariacfians' perceptions of the effect of free trade on employment, is a 

distinction between the  quant ity  and quality of jobs. Several participants emphasized 

that they thought free trade could lead to major changes in the quality of jobs. Some 

people expressed concern that while the level of jobs may level ,off, there may be 

relatively more lower paying and less skilled jobs' for Canadians (in the serv'ice sector for 

instance) and less higher paying and higher skilled ones available. TypiCal of this view 

was a statement by one Brantford group participant that "People will.have to make a lot 

of sacrifices regarding the type of work they do and the kind of wages they receive." 

This issue has not emerged in previous quantitative research as one which has any 

appreciable salience among the pubi1c and is more of an "opponents' Issue" in any event. 

Therefore, were the issue to emerge in public debate either leading up to or following the 

signing of a draft agreement, it is likely one which should be dealt with strategically in.a 

responsive and reactive fashion. 

Another issue that arose in this segment of the discussion. pertained to efficiency and 

competitiveness. As part of the adjustments in the Canadien labour market leading to 

the equilibrium over the long run referred tcF above, some  participants ,felt that free 

trade will "give Canada the kick in the  pants it needs." That is, the sluggishness, 

inefficiency and even laziness of the Canadian workforce perceived by sorne was seen as 

likely to be shaken up by free trade, forcing Canadians to become more efficient and 

work harder, thereby making L:is  more  competitive. 

DECI•A RESEARCH LIMITED 	 gb 
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B. El.S..InvestrnÉnt

A mixture of 'viev,+s was again ëvidènt r6garding the issue of..IJ.S. investrrEE^nt. Those who

said they were concerned about U.S. irrvestnieht cgnfirrned the findings of the June

nation-wide survey by pointing to fears about increased Americah control and its possible

effect on 'Canadian sovereignty and atiility to make our own decisiàns. Typical of the,

Aatement.5 made are the following: "!if we give too. much control, they may take over,"

"I wvulân't want the Americans .to take over,n and "We'6 begin to haté the Ar^Leriuans

because we!d have no say." Others were less concerned with U.S. influence, either

bëcause they recogriized that thèri^ was considerable influence already or because of the

benefits whic h they saw as resultïng from U.S. investrnerit.

On the, question of the trade off hetweeri jobs and influence, the group. discussions taken

as a whole convey a feeling that there are no ab5olnte ^inswers on this question. Many

Wondered how the control could be defined, quantified, or understood. Other questions

.raïsed were, `1-low much control, do we give them?" and "How much influence is too

much?" Canadi.ans consulted throu gh the focus groups -appear to look at the question of

the -trade off b6tween jObs and increased U.S.; influe^ce as a question or matter of

degree, rather than as an absolute clioice or trade_6ff.

The June survey results show that 59% of Canadians feel that jobs are rriare irnportaht

than limitïng American infkuence: Consistent with this, a.*sligh# majority -df group

participants overall sëerned to hold this view as well, painting to the tangible benefics, of

increased jobs dssocïated with Arnerican investrnent.: While concerned about U.S,

.inflU*ence, they would, however, "rather have someone from the ll.S: with money to

invest, thus créAting jobs for us, than tv.go on unOmployrnertt.'t

Nevertheless, there was a consensus among both thhse saying they were more cancernoci

about limiting influence and those feeling that jobs are rn6re ïrrtportant, that.there was a

need for some controls or restrictions on U.S. investment. This sentimen't was expressed

by participants in all groups.

^

'
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Rpart frorn these findings, another themè errE(^ rged in the discussion aruund. this segm ent

of the agenda which may be of significance. for public communications. That is a tiierrie

of Canada and the U.S-. working together for their mutual benefit. One participant spoke

of a"deal that's beneficial to both Canada and the United ,5#ates...worlcing i,og'ether to

make things -cheaper." The concerns noted above about the necessity for a fair and

balanced &,al and for controls on U.S. ïnves;€nent apear to be part of or reflect an

ovërAll .sensA^ E.irnqng Canadians,. of- the importance of ensuring that any trade deal is

rnutually beneficïal to both coun tries .

C. U.S. Protectionism
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As èvideiit in the lune survey resuits, only among residents of British Columbia and

hlewfoundland,. wer.e_ a plurality more inclined to -support free trade on the basis of an

observation of the protectionist initiatives of the Americans over the past ° few years.

Indeed, Ontarians (57%) and even `more so Metro Toronto r6sidents (6196), were less

inclined to si,pport- free t rade in light of re[ernt U.S : proteçtionist initiatives. One of the

-objectives of the focus group research was to ascertain some of the underlying reasoris

for the fact that the linkage made by British Columbi.ans and Nëwfoundlanders between

U.S. protectiunisrn and the rtej^d for free tra.de, is not made by other Canadians as well.

Apai-C. frOrfi the expectations. of the effL=cts of free trade dekribed aborré,, the main

reason or 6xplanation whjeh érnerged from the group discussions is that many

participants felt that the Americans were- not prepared to reach a ' faj r an.d balancecl 'free

trade agreement. This sentiment was must succinctly articulated by aparticipant in the

lawer SES Brantford group who said, "5ince a lot of these things happened people become

more turned of, free trade because people- began to realize that the U.S. was anlp -out for

themselves.u

A lack of trust in the U.S. was apparent amorig rnany and there were worries and

expectatïons that, "free trade would not be free." Typical Of statements rnadi^ aloiig

these lines is the following cornrnertt by a Halifax participant: "If the U.S. prq'tects .its

own industries and we have to keep everything and they ship theirs in, that's notgaing to

do anything to help us. Free trade depicts being fair. It has to wvfk both ways or it

won't work at all.,"

DEcE1v1A RESEARCH LJMITED
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V. CANADIAN IDENTITY AND INDEPENDENCE 

A. Independence 

Participants were asked whether they thought the concerns expressed by some people 

about free trade leading to a Loss of independence or sovereignty were justified or not, 

and whether they theffiselves were concerned that under free trade the Americans will 

assume control of Canada's future. The group discussions indicate that, as with opinions 

U.S.on   investment, once again there are no absolute answers. Taken in total, the group 

discussions suggest that the issue is one of degree and definition for many Canadians. 

Çertainly the diScussions - reflected the reults of the quantitative work, with a, number of 

participants  feeling that the concerns about threats to Canada's independence were 

justifed. Comments made-bY those with such views included the following: 

That's rny whole concern, losing our sense of identity as Canadians; 

I don't want to becorne the 51st state and free trade  could eventually 
evolve into this; and, 

l hope our leaders are concerned that there is no impact on Canadian 
sovereignty, whatever treaties are reached. No agreement should 
infringe on our political sovereignty. 

Others were less concerned with possible- -threats to Canadian sovereignty and 

independence feeling that "—we're not going to become Americans because of free 

trade." While recognizing the likelihood of increased U.S .. influence under free trade, 

somè even Went so far as to say they felt that free trade "may improve our ability to be 

independent." The ratibriale upon which this was based Was an expectation that Canada 

would not have to "worrYn about the - Americans retaliating against Canada in an 

economic context were Canada to 'MO Something they didn't like." 

DECIMA RESEARCH  LIMITED 
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B. Canadian Culture and Identity.  

While sorne were at a  [os  to define Canadian identity and culture, those participants who 

ventured a comment on the question mostly defined it in sociological  terris  and typically 

did sO wïth reference or cornparisOn to American culture. Canadians were described as 

being more peaceful and tolérant as a people than Americans. The nature of Canadian 

society as a mosaic of various culturat groupings was identified frequently, in contrast  ro  

the "melting pot" of the U.S. Fe instance, one Londoner remarked: "I like the way 

Canadians from various cultures are allowed to maintain their individuality, whereas in 

America everyone must become Americanized." 

Concerns about Canadians' becoming more like Americans were less salient than 

concern expressed about a loss of independence or control. Many participants thought 

that American influence on Canadian culture and identity under free trade would be no 

different from what it is at present, which wa.s generally recognized as considerable. For 

instance, a number of comments reflected the view of a Toronto participant that "Free 

trade wouldn't change our Canadianness. it relates more to economic issues." Also quite 

frequently mentioned were perceptions of benefits for Canadians associated with 

Canadians' becoming more like Americans, particularly with respect to being more 

entrepreneurial and prepared to take risks. Many felt that in these ways Canadians need 

to become more like Americans and hoped that We  do becOrne more like Americans by 

making rnoney and running the economy a little better." 

DECIMA RESEARCH LIMITED 
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Yl. PERCEPTIONS OF THE NEG4TIRTlONS AND DIMENSIONS OF C[-LANGE

The final segment of the focus group discussion agenda dealt with several aspects nf-

pe,rpepiir+ns of thé Canada-Ll..S. trade negotiatinns thernselves, Perceptions- of the

"diihension of chaige"- people associated with;fr.ee trade between Canada and the United

States were also briefly ex*plbred.

R. Satisfaction with the Handlin of the Negotiations

I
t
t
I
I
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1
I

Participants were initfally asked hvw content they were overall with the way in. which

they federal government and its trade negotiatvrs'wer'e handling the negotiatian.5 with

the Arn4^ricans. The 'respornses obtained reflected the çoncerri which emerged in the

initial stages of the discussions about the laci€ "af information -availablé. People were

r.eiterating their earlier comments that it was diffiçuIt to exp're ss a view given that little

information was available and that they "haven't heard that much." Arnong the

cornments made stressing the difficulties. in expressing a view due to the lark of

information avaii6b1e were the followirig;

There are more questions thàn.Answers;

I don't have a firm grasp on the soc ial, and cultural jsstJes;

I'm not really sure -what's on the table and wonder if we'11 ever know
until it°s too late;

The picture of what we're discussing and negotiating isn't very c1eh-ar.,
We should he éxposed a little more to the hypothetical issues ...should
have access `to the t6pics which are being,cov.ered; And,

We don't get any of the nitty gritty.

t
L

1
t
1

Related to the focus on a lack of information were cornrnents expressed about the ro.le of

the media- in contributing to this situation. Despite the fact that participants in several

groups Thoug^t the media would he a source of information for the average Canadian in

assessittg the mi3rits of a free trade deal, they were also taken to task by some. for "not

DEcIMA KESEAKcH LwITED
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giving us a fair shake." Those who made ,such statements 3aid that the media  focused 

more on speculation than on fact (perhaps because the facts were una•ailable to them) 

and were perhaps too superficial in their coverage. One Vancouver participant said that 

as far as he .was concerned, "all you see on TV is 'Reisman going from his car into the 

hotel." 

While not that frequent, several cominents were consistent with a Halifax partiCipant's 

view that the government and negotiators "can't be doing : a super job or they'd be building 

it up more in the media." This sentiment as well as the overall côncern with 1ack  of  

available information, highlights the appropriateness and necessity of communications 

initiatives  aimed at informing and briefing segments of the media. 

B. Key Issues of Concern 

Perhaps a reflection of the lack of available information, few participants identified 

very specific issues when asked whether there was anything in particular of concern to 

then--1 about the negotiations. Their key concerns were of a more general nature s  relating 

to the need for a "balanced" agreement and for increased awareness and in formatiOn 

about theissues and the benefits possible for Canada, as well as those likely to accrue to 

the United States under a free trade deal. Many also thought that Canadians should have 

an oppOrtunity to be consulted on the merits of a draft free trade agreement before it 

was implemented. This reflects concerns noted above about the failure of the key 

stakeholders to sexpiain  the Issues to Canadians. A statement reflecting this view was 

that, "People don't understand because not much effort has been made to explain it 

all....Before signing anything they should corne back to the people." 

The issue of the need for balance  vas  raised in several contexts. Most of those people 

who raised the issue stressed that Canada should not enter into a free trade deal unless it 

was a fair, balanced and equal one. In the words of a participant in the higher SES 

Brantford groupz "If we're not  ail  willing to do it on a fair and equal basis, it doesn't 

make sense to go ahead." Others were somewhat more pessimistic or fatalistic in stating 

a belief that it was "difficult to get something that both sides were going to like." 

D[c]MA RESEARCH LIMITED 
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Among some of the participants in the higher SES groups who exhibited more knowledge 

of and familiarity with the issues at stake in the Canada-U.S. free trade negotiations, 

several more precise and specific issues of concern were identified. In addition to the 

"fair and equal" imperative, some stressed the need for an agreement to limit the 

freedom of the Americans to continue their protectionist activities, such that an 

agreement would prevent both sides from being able to reinstate tariffs." 

C. What if Canada Decided Not to Sign a Free Trade Deal? 

Overall, there was little serious concern expressed by Canadians consulted through the 

focus groups with the possibility of the Canadian government deciding not to sign a free 

trade deal with the United States. Specifically, participants were asked if it would 

concern them at all if, in effect, the Canadian government walked away from the table 

or decided not to sign a draft agreement worked out by negotiators for both sides. 

There was a clear consensus among a majority of participants that "the government can 

clearly walk away from these negotiations." The reason or rationale presented for this 

assessment was a belief that the government would likely only take such a step if it was 

in Canada's interests. Typical of this outlook is the statement made by a Toronto group 

participant that "If we do sign a deal it must benefit most Canadians. If we turned it 

down, it meant that a free trade agreement was not in our own best interests." A few 

people did indicate, however, that they would not be pleased if Canada did not sign a free 

trade deal. Of concern to them was the effect which they perceived this might have on 

confidence in Canada and Canadian products in the international marketplace. Some 

viewed such a development as indicative of a lost opportunity for Canada to become 

more competitive internationally. 

Little in the way of specifics emerged, as well, in response to a question asking 

participants what they thought "...was most important for the Canadian government to 

consider in looking at an agreement arrived at by the Canadian and American negotiators 

DECIMA RESEARCH LIMITED 
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and deciding whethér or not it is in Canada's best interests to sign the agreement." The

two basic considerations which people said should guide the government in any such

determination were:

1. Evidence of a consensus among Canadians, and

2. Making a decision based on what's best for Canada and not what
may appear to be politically expedient.

There was a consensus evident among the group participants that if the government

rejected signing an agreement based on assessments of its merits relative to these

ériteria, they would'likely be supportive of such a move and not really concerned about

such a decision.

D. Dimension of Change

A majority were of the view that a Canada-U.S. free trade agreement was likely to be a

major change over the long term, but that the evidence of this change would appear

gradually over time. Expressions of this perception of gradualness included statements

such as, "It would be so gradual you wouldn't realize it's happening," and even more

graphically, "Niagara Falls won't start running uphill." Nevertheless, some of the

participants in the Ontario groups who were opposed to free trade did express concern

and anxiety about the possibility of very significant, short term-employment effects for

Canada in general and Ontario. in particular.

DECMA RESEARCH LIMITED
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VII. CONCLUSIONS 

The major purpose of this focus group research on Canadians' attitudes towards 

Canada-U.S. free trade was to explore in more detail the underlying feelings and 

concerns of Canadians about free trade overall, as well as about particular aspects of 

Canadian public opinion revealed in the results from the nation-wide telephone survey 

conducted by Decima Research in June. Several particular issues were of interest in this 

context. These include, among others: 

I. Possible reasons for Ontarians' relatively more skeptical views on 
the free trade initiative than those of other Canadians; 

2. Why, as revealed in the June survey results, most Canadians other 
than those in British Columbia and Newfoundland do not move from 
an observation of increased U.S. protectionism and a recognition of 
its detrimental impact on the Canadian economy to embrace 
Canada-U.S. free trade as a solution to this problem; and 

3. The reasons underlying the views of Canadians from different 
regions about the likely effect of free trade upon industry sectors 
of special importance to the economy of their province and region. 

The following are the main conclusions and implications for issue management and public 

communications stemming from the focus group research. 

I. Information and consultation 

As noted in the Introduction to this report, the results of the focus group research 

suggest that the federal government faces the imperative of making a significant 

and greater effort to inform Canadians about Canada-U.S. free trade. In the period 

leading up to possible signing of a draft free trade agreement, this is seen as being a 

requirement for the government to make greater effort to inform and educate 

Canadians about the issues at stake in the negotiations and possible benefits and 

costs. People also seem to be calling upon the government as well to explain the 

rationale behind free trade with the United States and why Canada embarked upon 

the course of pursuing a free trade agreement with the United States in the first 

place. 

DECIMA RESEARCH LIMITED 
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In the event that a draft agreement is reached, group participants expressed an

interest in being informed of its contents and in the need for public debate and

discussion on the merits or debits of such an agreement to take place. Such a

process was seen as critical for average Canadians to first know precisely "what's on

the table" and to formulate an opinion as to whether or not they think such a deal is

in Canada's best. interests.

The findings from the focus group research confirm the quantitative research

findings from June that free trade is not well-understood by Canadians. They also

point to the fact that the main reason for this appears to be a lack of information

and precise definition of "what it's all about," rather than anything inherently

confusing or perplexing for the population about Canada-U.S. free trade. Free trade

appears to be viewed as more of a "government issue" rather than as an issue "of the

population." People are in effect "from Missouri" on the issue and in large part do

not know what it is all about or how it will or could affect them.

More particularly, the research suggests that the major challenges for the federal

government and for the proponents of free trade are convincing Canadians:

o Why they are pursuing free trade with the United States and why it is
necessary and advantageous for Canada to take this course;

o Of what the positive effects of free trade are likely to be for
themselves personally and for their part of the country; and

o That the government and its negotiators are managing the issue and the
negotiations well and are seeking an agreement which is balanced and
fair for both Canada and the U.S., as well as for provinces and regions
in Canada.

Of critical importance in convincing Quebecers in particular of the advantages of

free trade, will be for them to perceive that their provincial hydro-electric power

corporation, Hydro Quebec (HQ), will come out as a "winner."

DECIMA RESEARCH LIVIITED
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2. Stakeholders as spokesmen/spokesgroups 

There is also a very diverse range of advocates of free trade to be recruited to "sell" 

the virtues and merits of a Canada-U.S. free trade agreement. Given the public's 

admitted lack of understanding and knowledge about the issues involved in the free 

trade negotiations, opinion leaders will likely play an important role in influencing 

public impressions of the relative merits of a draft trade agreement once its 

components are made public. 

Views expressed by focus group participants suggest that a communications strategy 

which relies primarily upon federal government and perhaps indirectly upon selected 

key media players may not prove to be the optimal choice. As a group, politicians 

(both federal and provincial) were least likely to be among those whose opinion 

participants would consider most in determining whether they felt a free trade deal 

was good or bad for the country. Somewhat greater credibility was accorded to the 

media, but many also felt that it was not an "unbiased" source of information on free 

trade. A considerable number thought that it would be best to listen to the views of 

business people, especially those who had been successful in their own right. 

Given these perceptions, we conclude in the report that the proponents of free trade 

would be advised to recruit and present to the public a diversified and varied range 

of different groups and spokespersons to speak out on the benefits of a free trade 

deal. Priority should be placed during the period prior to the initialing of a draft 

agreement in October, on recruiting as diverse a range of spokesgroups and 

spokespersons as possible for participation in the public debate on the merits of a 

draft agreement once one is reached. 

3. Ontario's skepticism and views on U.S. protectionism 

As for Ontarians' more skeptical views on the merits of free trade relative to other 

Canadians, some of this is obviously linked to a concern about possible major job 

losses especially in the cars and car parts sectors. What the groups reveal as 

another underlying concern as well, relates to whether or not the Americans are 

DECIMA RESEARCH LIMITED 
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prepared to enter into a balanced, fair and fully "free" agreement with Canada. 

Apart from expectations of the economic effects of free trade, this concern about 

the willingness of the Americans to enter into a balanced and fully "free" agreement 

with Canada also appears to be linked to Ontarians' not being moved to support for 

free trade in light of recent American protectionism. 

The prevalence of this attitude could perhaps be diminished through the promotion 

of the benefits and attributes of a Canada-U.S. free trade deal, which offers greater 

economic opportunities for Canada overall, as well as its component regions and 

provinces, within the context of a fair agreement containing effective mechanisms 

and procedures for resolving disputes and ensuring compliance with the agreement. 

Overall, the central message emerging from the focus group research is that 

Canadians do not know much about Canada-U.S. free trade nor about the issues 

involved in the current negotiations. As the quantitative research shows, they are at 

present split on whether they think free trade between Canada and the United States 

is a good thing or a bad thing. Whether they ultimately support or oppose a 

Canada-U.S. free trade agreement could in large part be a function of what 

information they receive on the components of an agreement and the likely benefits 

or costs it will mean for Canada and for their province, and from whom. 

To this end, the research suggests that the proponents of free trade should 

accelerate and intensify their efforts to explain the issues involved in free trade to 

Canadians and to recruit a diverse range of spokespersons and spokesgroups to speak 

out in support of a Canada-U.S. free trade agreement once it is reached and its 

elements are made public. 

DECIMA RESEARCH LIMITED 
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RPpE NDl3C: A - MONTREA L FOCUS G RoUP REPOR T

L. INTRODUCTION

A. O.verview

Thïs memorandum surnrnarizes the re^uEts of two focus gr,vup disçussinns dealing with

free trade which were. conducted in Màntreal on July 15. These groups were part of a

series of groupa conducted across Canada by Decima Research for the Departm.ebt of

External A f f airs: One group consisted of highe r socio-ecarrom ic status {5 ES} participants

whose annual farrrily or household incarne exeeeded $40,000, and the other inc lucfed lower

SE S indïviduals, inost of wharn had annua1 farnily or household incornes beCow $4 0,00*0 per

arink^rn.

B. Attitudes Towards the U.S.

I
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While overall positive -feelings towards the Americans as a people are presentt generalry

nogative perceptions wèri^ held of the U.S: government. Some participants blamed

Presidérit Reagan f or- the United Sta tes' overhearing.role in world affairs an d what they

described as aU.S.R. 'first or nothing attitude, and many people viewq^d the Arner.icafl

government°s initiatives in other couritries, especially Nicaragua., as undue knterf^rence.

A concern shared by many was a belief In the aggressive na ture of the U.S. gavern'ment,

both in territorial -and.ecvnornic terms.

While a minority of partiCipants "viewed the Americans as "good°" neighbours, again

re#erring to the people as opposed to the °state, a plurality felt that Canada had to toe

the line if it wanted to maintain agoad rapport with the United States: Many believed

Canada's economy was totally dependent on the United States. A few also thought that

if Canada was to take initiatives that the Amer'icans dislikced, Canada wauld have to

reverse its position or e1se. face• American sanctions. Some felt the URited States never

assumes its share of the blame for bilatera:l disputes, problems,or issues (several people

DECIMA RESEARCH WETED
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pointed in this context to a U.S. refusal to admit to any pollutiOn), and fe.lt that Canada 

ali.vays has to take the blame alone and make amends. The Americans' "superiority 

complex" was again underlined as an undesirable dimension in the relationship. 

Again most favoured a more distant relationship with the U.S. because-they felt that it 

could easily Cush Canada if it wanted to. "As_ long as  we do what it wants, we'll be fine," 

wa.s a general feeling expressed by participants. A more piotectionist attitude by 

Canadians .seemed to be a favoured response by this gioup. 
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U. []EFENITION ANDAWARENE5S

R. Meaning of Free Trade

t
I
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A plurality in both groups had heard some.thing about the ongôing- negotiationsx however,

none were capable of d istinguishing the c€ornirtant issues, except rnentioning the roles

played by g.rirne. Minister Mulroney and President Reagan. Many grdup participants

f^-xpresséd. a. bolief that Mr. Mdlroniq was a ''neophyte," and easily manipufated by

Ronald Reagan. Virtually no one could name the^ key negotiators or political

spoke spersons for both Canada an d, the_ Q. S. in the ne g6tiat ions.

Free trade, for thase, who h+-zld an. opinion On it, was vai-i6usiy seen as aOlan to.:'1aavlish

the borders between the two countries,u nrernove. the quotas," "sell out Canada;"

r'elirninate all exportf.import restrictions between the. two countries," "eliminate. import

taxes,," and "establish a type 'of EEC."
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The majority had never heard about the talks, but tenrfed to subscribe to the overall

mildly negative impressions generated by tliase who had..,. Alrnost everyone belï.e:ved that

the issue was something that ordinary folks had very lïttle say in, iuirth a frequent

comment being, "who cares what we think." The. issue. was.also considered to be much

too complex for most Canadians and very few were interested in such matters. The

minorit^ who claïrrtied to be following.tYse'Çalks said they did so for various reasons, such

asâ "I be lieve it will ïmperil Quèbec'S cultural ijentity", "The, talks are going much too

fast, for such acornplex arr^ngem^rits shaii[d takë 5-to-10 qeà.rs in order to get all the

interested parties irtvolved";, and "Although I follow the news, l doh't °really follow the

talks because they are a political issue, and I'm not interestèd in politics."

Amof7g those who cia im to be foilawing the talics ar have dernonstrated some awareness

of thernt many were frustrate^d by the lack of what they call "real'",information about

-them. What they indicated as the type of questiorrs they would like to have answered

were the following:

a What are the issues on the zgencla?

o What does Canada want?

What doès the United States want?

DECIMA RESEARCH ^1MITED
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Why did Canada (Quebec) and the United States undertake these talks ? 

What  are the Main problems left to resolve? 

o What are the  antiCipated adVantages to Canada, and especially for Quebec 
likely to result frém free trade? 

o How will different components of a. free trade deal affect Canadians? 

Some sUggested that media -coverage shouls:i be more thorough, perhaps including a 

-special  section in the newspapers- or  magazines  outlying the various issues. Some felt 

that there was a need to have .more experts explain the various possible scenarios 

resulting -from the positiOns being considere d .  by each country„ The negatiVe- tone of the 

press was seen as not having been reSpOnded to adegsiately- by Canada's politicians, Whom 

many felt should further explain or present iheir own reasonS.for going through with the 

taLks. One • oman's comments reflected the general mood when she said:  "If ,the  talks are 

,Such a. good thing for Canada,. why can' t.  politicians explain why it isn't the bad thing as 

the  press  makes it.  out to be?" This sentiment was also expressed by participants in the 

Other 'focus.groups condUcted In Ontariô, Vancouver and Halifax. 

Severat lower-  and higher SES group par'ficipants felt that they could not understand the 

talks because they felt they did not have sufficient knowledge of economics, pcFlitics  or  

international law. A few individuals believed that experts should, as they said has been 

done in etcher fields  . uch  as science and technology, simplify the information to help 

them understand the issue better. 

DECIMA RESEARCH LIK/IITED 
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III. GQQD IDEA 'OR BAD IDEA?

A. Overall

The majority of.-.focus grviap patticipants believed that -the free trade agreement was a

bad thing ' for Canada and C}uebee. This contrasts with. the results of .the` June

natian-w i de eelephatYe survey çonducted by Decirna, shawïng zhat 5296 of. Queber-ers th'ink

that Canada entering into a. frep trade agreement, with. the United States is A good idea,

while 4396 think,, it 1s a bsdïdea. Arrtong the focus.groiap participants, the "aver4Vhelrning

superiar;ty" of the United States was viewed as inhibiting fair negotiations betwe^en the

two 'countr.ies. There were also several individuals who believed that the Ua^. had a

"hiclden ag&da" behind their participation in the talk4-. Acomment •expressing this

sentiment was that`„Maybe we won't se^e the ' negative5 "right away because the U.S. will

present it as a, golden Opporttinity, but in the long run it will enable. thern to tAke our

cvuntry..over."

A rtYinority believed it would be a good thïng for Cartada as long as the., aOrgr,eeTne(It

reachéd was. 'equitable, and there existed â e form of overseeing body to ensure

adhérence to the accord and- to resolve disputes. An individual expressed-concerri over

the United Sta Cés' reTative. independence'from'dthef Énternatïonal adjud ïcative hvdies and

felt that it would have to be•an "iron--clad corïtractn in.order for the United Statés,to

respect its agreement at all times. Abusinesswomati and a policeman bélieved it wbuld

be good for Canada and Quebec, because it would bring jobs and new rnarkets for our

goods, and more econorn ic -growrth for Quebec and Canada.

The elements ôf a'%dod" deal for 'Canada werë seen to include the ïfollowïngt

v If the business community •(especially Quebtc- entreprenei3rs) felt it was a
good deal;

_0 If the value of the Canadian dollar was protected and did not suffer fr6i-n the
strong^ U.S. dollar;

If interest rates were stàbilized;

o If it was clear tha.C the bene fit4. and costs of a free trcLde agreement for both
cvut}tries. were equal;

DEa«1A RESEAR(-H UUTED
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o If there wéré a r egu latory or  adjudicative body to. oversee the accord and rule 
on disputes; 

o If jobs Were created; 

o If provisions were estabLished  for  allowing Çanada to export more to the U.S. 
and promote as many goods and services to the U.S. as posSible, 
notwithstanding the size of each respective market; 

If Canada retained total control over its natural resources; and 

O If Americans were required to obey and adhere to Canada's established laws 
and regulations. 

Features or attributes of a free trade deal which would be "bad" for Canada were seen to 

be: 

o U.S. Superiority in the accord ("Too big for us to get a fair deal"); 

o Canadian industries could not bè competitive enough and as a result would be 
taken over by Americans; 

o Job  losses; 

O If Canada were to be at a disadvantage in terrns of the agriculture sector arid 
the cultural sector, particularly for Quebec; 

If the free trade agreement were not an equitable deal; and, 

o If the U.S. will get more out of it than Canada, leading to the U.S. growing 
even stronger, to Canada's detriment ecénornically and culturally. 

B. The Average Canadian and Stakeholder Credibility 

Business leaders in the Quebec community and small entrepreneurs were perceived as 

credible spokespersons for the majority of group participants. Others whose credibility 

as spokespersons on the merits of ,a free trade agreement were relatively high were 

Premier Bourassa in particular, as well  as "expert" analysts and commentators, identified 

as including economists and legal experts. 

DECliviA RESEARCH LIMITED 



As in the other groups conducted -across  Canada the credibility of "politicians" was 

assessed relatively negatively. Despite this overall 'hew,  Premier Bourassa stood out  as 

an exception to this and was perceived as the most credibie Of present potitical . party  or 

government leaders, either provincially or federally. Several bases for this impression 

emerged, includirrg respect- for his .credentials and background in economics,  hi  s past 

record as having "delivered" for Quebec on the James Bay hydro-electric power project, 

as well as ackhowledgemeht of hiS demonstrated commitment to advancing and 

representing the interests of Quebec. 

Among other political leaders, federal NDP leader Ed Broadbent WaS perceived as the 

most 'credible spokesmen among the three federal leaders, but only by a slight. margin 

arnon.g the participants. Almost everyone discredited these politicians as a main source 

Of information for them and similar negative assessments were made of union Leaders' 

credibility, except with respect to their comments regarding prospective job gains or 

losses from a. free tracte cleat. • Jcbùrnalists were not *seen as especially credible, except 

those who were considered experts in economic or legal Matters. White many 

participants  in -the other focus.groups held across èanada shared this vie ,,v, there were 

alSo a considerable nunriber who did consider the media as somewhat of a relatiVely 

balanced  and uribised source of information on the merits or debits ota free trade deal, 

if only in comparison to Other potentiat information sources or -spokespersons or 

spokesgroups. 

Some people in the Montreal groups believed that that there should be a public and fully 

televised First lvIinisters! Conference on free trade. This was seen as perhaps assisting 

them in determining how the different Premiers viewed the issues, what they saw as the 

major benefits and drawbacks, and so on. Such a debate wa.s perceived by these 

participants as critically important in enalpling them to "really know the issue." 

DECIMA RESEARCH LIM[TED 
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C. Provincial Impact

Aithough several individuais abstained from giving their opinion on whether Quebec

woultf fare better or warse iinder -a free trade agreement, most believed the agreernent

would .vkrorsen Quebec's prospécts. The fëar- of Arriericart domination in their owrr

c0mmunity .seemed to prt-dispose Attitudes.. The perceived ecanornic. r-lout of, the United

States preoccupied most who believed that altl`6ugh th^-,gavernrnent may still be rurï by

Quebecers, they thought Americans wauld be.dictatirig from the background.

The majority of those who believed the free trade deal would be a bad thing for Quebec;

completely reversed their opinion when cansidering the impact it could have on the

province's hydrô-electric power" indnstry. By way of review, the June nation-wide

telephone survey results showed that 699G of Qu6becers thirik that their i^lei*tric power,

industry would be bet.ter off under free trade. Consistent with this.findirig, the rnajority

of locus group participants 'trelieved that free trade would provide a "golden opportiunity"

for Quebec to av ercarne the- present Canadian and Arnerican barrie rs for expnrting more

hyrlra-e-lectric power to the United States. Almost everyone. in the two gr-oiaps could

appreciate the likely be^nefïts for Quebèc and participants believc^-d that their expertise

was well-1çnown, and that Quebec was percëived as -a ihrorld leader in this area.

Very few could see any positive results for the manufaçturïng or service industries..F.ear

of losing natural resources, of not being able to comp-ete. with the giant American

corpvrations, and of loss of jobs to the United States were top-of-mind concern$. One

individual also feared the loss of government health care services in Canada as a result

of greater Arn6rican presence. Many believ0d'that labour.`was les5 costly in the United

States thah i'rr Quebec and that therefore, jobs wvuld he lost to a rriare cast-competiti.ve

labour market.

A minority (mostly young, :rrilddle SES males, and professionals) fielt that Quebec

companies could be competitive in specïaliaed goods and services exports, creating new

jobs for QuebeCers and new growth opportunities for indigenousQuebec corporal- ions.

DECIMA RESEARCH LIMiTED
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IV. EXPECTATIONS RE ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF FREE`TRADE

A. Expectatiorrs Re Jobs

Among those who expre.ssed an opinion, a. slight majority felt that more jobs would be

created as a resûlt of new L-canomic opporwnities emerging under free trade. Those who

believed jobs would be lost also believed that the U.S. labour market was more

competitive than that of. Queheié and felt that. this could be a.factar çantributing to job

lasses.

B. U.S. [nvestment

Airnast° all were concerned about increased U.S. investrnent under a free trade

agrée rne nt. The prospect of' a large irnc rease in U.S. inv^striient made most,participants

uneasy about maintaining the political and ecoriornic,autonOiny of Quebec.

Mbst felt that the relative weakness of the Canadian dollar in cornpar.isari to thë

Americafl dollar -would harm Canada's competitiveness. This belief betrays a• lack of

understanding and comprehension of Canada's export trade at present and how in faet

just the oppoakte is true in `terms pf, expbrts; with the value of the Canadian dollar

enhancie^g the price.. cvrnpetitiveness' of ^_anadian products. in the U.S. Increa,sed

emphasis in communication-5 on the export side of Canadas trade relationsYrlp. with the'

CJ.^. and the advantages of a relatively lower valued Canadian dollar cauld cantribute°tà

a more camplete and more accurate understanding of Canada's trade relat4on^ With thé

U.S., and the possible effects of free trade on that relationship:

The prOtection -of the PME (small and medium size; businèsses owned by Quebecers) and

regulated investment behaviciur were seen as being nec6ssary componenta of a deal in

order to prvtect.'Quebec's interests. Some even spoke of protecting certain sectars of

the econom}r. Others mentïoned that strict environmental regulations shvi4d b^ e_nf0rced

to limit damage, they thought could be caused by American ihve$tments. A few also,

men.Cioned- that Rmericans should be f orced by law to re invest'a part of their corporate

prof its into Quebec.

DEcaMA KEsEAKcH L«IYED
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Several still did not believe that Canada could come out as a "winner" from the 

ngotiat•ons because of the strength of the United States. Even those who believed that 

more American investments are needed for jbb creation, also believed that American 

Influence in Canada must be limited. 

C. U. S. ProteC tion ism 

Thé majority said that they are .no  w less inclined than be fore  the United States' recent 

protectionist 'initiatives to support a Canada-U.S. free trade agreement. Most felt an 

agreement would not prevent them from doing the saffie thing in the future; whether - Pr 

not• there was an agreement, because of a belief that the U.S. always upholds' its 'own 

interest, without consideration for the others. Ôther participants felt that the 

protectioniÉt measures were used by the U.S. to force Canada into a trade agreement 

which may be unfavourable tà Canada. Still others believed that the U.S. was nor really 

interested in Canadian goods and services betause they can produce these themselves and 

felt that Canada should, instead, be considering the sale of its godds and services to 

other countries which will behave better as trade partners. 

Even those few individuals who believed that free trade is the answer to the 

protectionisrn wave in the United States, believed that Canada should be thinking of 

other trade arrangements with other co4n.tries more appreciative of our goods and 

services, and not limit our opportunities to U.S.- Canada bilateral trade. 

Apart frcFrn increased emphasis on muliiiateral trade relations negotàtiOns with Other 

countrïes and limiting trade to Canadian products and services which can withstand 

competition with the Americans in both markets, no one could volunteer additional 

meaSureS v.ohich could protect Canada from further American protectionist initiatives. 
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V. CANADIAN IDENTITY AND INDEPENDENCE 

A. Independence 

A strong majority believed that the Canadian economy would become so closely tied to 

the American economy under a free trade agreement that it could affect our ability to 

make our own decisions, over the long term. They also felt that free trade would lead to 

a loss of independence or sovereignty for Canada in the end. 

Free trade was directly linked with the acceleration of a process whereby the Americans 

were perceived to be increasing control of the North American economy. Very few 

believed that Canada enjoys an independent economic status at the present time, but 

even they rallied to the majority view that in the future, Canada will likely fall more and 

more under American influence. 

In the short term, many believed things would not change greatly under a free trade deal, 

because the Americans would make sure of being "easy" with Canada to persuade us to 

sign. In the long terrn, however, virtually all believed that Canada would suffer a loss of 

independence and identity. This is in contrast to the results of the other groups in which 

participants expressed concern about a possible loss of independence or control, but were 

relatively unconcerned about free trade posing a threat to Canadians' sense of identity. 

For a plurality of Montreal group participants, the great wealth of the United States was 

perceived to be the main threat ("they'll buy us out") to Canada's sovereignty, 

particularly in regard to control over Canada's natural resources. 

Participants were asked if a continuance of present practices (i.e. quotas in certain 

areas, rules on ownership, etc.) would sensibly alter their perceptions of the outcome of 

the free trade talks, there were indications that participants' views would become more 

favourable towards the initiative. They appeared to be moved to hold this view if they 

believed that through free trade Canada was building on its existing strengths, as opposed 

to entirely reconstituting its bilateral ties with the United States. 

DECIMA RESEARCH LlivIITED 
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B. Canadian Culture and Identity 

Participants were asked to define Canadian culture and identity and Quebec culture and 
identity. The main images conveyed by participants as reflecting "Canadian culture and 

identity" were: "regional identities and specificities," "way of life," "not like . the 
Americans, but hard to say why," "French and English cultures," "Canadians are 

'straighter' than Quebecers," "neutral country," "pride," and 'patriotism." 

Very clear distinctions existed in participants' minds between Canadian culture/identity 

and Quebec culture/identity, although the majority thought of themselves as personally 
belonging to both. A few did not want to define Canadian culture or identity, because 

they did not believe it existed or claimed it did not apply to them. 

Some of the main images participants used to define "Quebec culture and identity" 

included: "folklore," "minority," "diversity," "tongue," "bon vivant," "more tolerant," 
"more open-minded," and being "more natural and hospitable." 

Among the central components of Canadian culture and identity described were respect 

for human life, freedom, multiculturalism, more tolerance between anglophones and 

francophones, a culture to be developed, a young country, and team spirit. 

The majority is concerned that the sense of identity among Canadians is not sufficiently 

strong and can be threatened by increased American influence under free trade. 

For the participants in Montreal, another attitudinal dimension further reinforces this 

insecurity: a French minority living in a dominantly English-speaking continent. Almost 
all believed that in time (over the next hundred years for some and over generations for 
others) their French cultural heritage will be Americanized. Free trade was perceived as 
likely to accelerate this process. 

DECIMA RESEARCH LIMITED 
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VI. PERCEPTIONS OF THE NEGOTIATIONS AND DIMENSION

OF CHANGES ASSOCIATED WITH FREE TRADE

Virtually all participants expressed dissatisfaction with the way the federal government

and its trade negotiators are handling the negotiations with the Americans. The majority

did not believe that these negotiations were being held in consultation with the Premiers,

despite the much publicized and regular consultations at the First Minister level.

The secrecy of the talks, or more precisely a lack of explicit information and the

apparent "rush" to sign an accord, were important concerns shared by most participants.

Some believed that Canada appears too anxious to sign an accord, which they felt would

play to the advantage of the United States which appears to be a reticient player in the

talks to many. Most believed that Canada will have to give up too much in a deal with

the Americans, "who'll hold out for number 1."

Participants were asked if they would be concerned if the Canadian government decided

not sign an accord. The wide majority said they would be reassured by this because it

would indicate to them that the government could not reach a deal that meets Canadian

interests. On the other hand, few individuals would be concerned about American

sanctions if Canada decided not to sign.

The majority are in favour of a referendum on the issue.

The key factors which people felt the government should focus on in deciding whether to

sign a draft agreement were public consensus, independence and benefits for Canada.

Statements presenting these concerns were as follows: "Public opinion consensus,"

"majority rule," "clear long term benefits for Canada," "Canada stays Canadian," and

"political independence for Canada."

A. Dimension of Change

Very little change was expected in the short term should a free trade agreement be

signed with the United States. Also, few believed that it would represent a major break

from the present situation. As indicated above, however, most strongly believed that the

"Americanization" of Canada had begun and that this would be accelerated under free

trade.
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VIL SUMMARY 

The major 'findings from the two focus groups held in Montreal can be summarized as 

follows. 

o 	There is presently very little awareness of the talks. As could be expected, those 

who were aware of the talks expressed concerns about them. 

111 
o 	Perceptions and awareness of the likelihood of free trade benefiting Quebec's hydro- 

1 	electric power industry had a strong effect on how supportive group participants 

were of free trade. 

o Of critical importance in convincing Quebecers of the advantages of free trade, 

therefore, is for them to perceive that their provincial hydro-electric power 

corporation, Hydro Quebec (HQ), will come out as a "winner." Many participants 

felt that, as with the Lava lin and Bombardier, HQ has established a high profile in 

various countries for its unique expertise, and symbolically represents the new 

economic nationalism growing in the province. 

o 	Premier Bourassa, "expert" analysts from the legal and economic fields, business 

leaders in the Quebec community and small entrepreneurs were among those whose 

opinions participants "would consider most in determining whether [they] felt a free 

tracie deal was good or bad for the country." Other politicians, both federally and 

provincially, with the possible exception of Ed Broa.dbent, journalists and labour 

leaders were seen to be relatively less credible as spokespersons or spokesgroups on 

the merits or debits of a free trade deal. 

o There was also little knowledge of the present volume of Canadian exports into the 

U.S. and, conversely, American imports into Canada. A more complete 

understanding of the actual nature of the Canada-U.S. trade relationship could 

perhaps set the talks in a more realistic, less-threatening context, for many of these 

Canadians. 
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o To allay concerns that Canada appears too anxious for an agreement and could be 

' taken advantage of by the "big, bad Americans," participants %,vere urging increased 

public debate of the issues involved in and elements of a free trade deal, perhaps 

including a televised First Ministers' Conference on the subject. As well, there were 

calls for "experts" perceived as credible spokespersons on free trade to speak out on 

free trade and to endeavour to simplify the issue so that it is more easily understood 

and comprehensible. 

o The inferiority complexrcomplexe du colonize" of Quebecers, well documented in 

the past, resurfaces in the context of discussion of free trade. While the nev.,  

entrepreneurial mood is growing in Quebec, the majority of group participants 

seemed to revert to this perspective in viewing free trade with fear of 

"Americanization" one of the resulting concerns. 

o This fear or apprehension was evident with respect to cultural issues. While many 

felt that things would change little under free trade in the short term, there was 

considerable concern expressed about free trade possibly leading to a loss of 

Canadian and Quebec identity and overall Canadian independence over the longer 

run. 

o Concern about "Americanization" seemed to be partly linked to the perceived 
Ilse cr ecy"  surrounding the trade talks. This secrecy was considered not as an 

indication of the sensitivity of the talks, but more as cause for suspicion of the 

ultimate motives and objectives of the Americans in the trade talks. Some even 

expressed concern about the Americans' having a "hidden agenda" in the talks. 

o One means of diminishing the prevalence of this attitude may be the promotion of a 

trade deal which offers greater economic e?portunities for Canada and Quebec, 

within the context of a fair agreement which contains effective mechanisms and 

procedures for resolving disputes and ensuring adherence to the terms of the 

agreement. 
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APPENDIX B - DISCUSSION AGENDA 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. 0 STANDARD INTRODUCTION -- DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES: .  TAPES, 

MIRROR, OBSERVATION. 

O ROUND TABLE INTRODUCTION OF PARTICIPANTS 

B. ATTITUDES TOWARDS THE U.S. 

O GENERALLY SPEAKING, HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THE UNITED 

STATES ? WHAT DO YOU LIKE ABOUT THE U.S. AND WHAT DO YOU NOT 

LIKE ? 

O MORE SPECIFICALLY, HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THE UNITED•STATES 

AS A NEIGHBOUR OF CANADA? 

0 	WOULD YOU SAY IT IS IN CANADA'S BEST INTERESTS TO HAVE CLOSER 

OR LOOSER RELATIONS WITH THE UNITED STATES ? WHY? 

DECIMA RESEARCH LIMITED 
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If. DEFINITION AND AWARENESS

1. MEANING OF "FREE TRADE": THERE'S BEEN A LOT OF DISCUSSION

RECENTLY ABOUT "FREE TRADE."

O' THINKING ABOUT THE CONCEPT OR IDEA OF FREE TRADE, BASED ON

WHAT YOU KNOW OR HAVE HEARD TO DATE, WHAT DO YOU THINK

"FREE TRADE" MEANS ?

O MORE SPECIFICALLY, AGAIN BASED ON WHAT YOU KNOW, HAVE

HEARD, OR PERCEIVE TO DATE, WHAT DO YOU THINK FREE TRADE

BETWEEN CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES MEANS? WHAT DO YOU

THINK CANADA-U.S. FREE TRADE IS ALL ABOUT ?

WHEN YOU HEAR TALK OF A POSSIBLE CANADA-U.S. FREE TRADE

AGREEMENT, WHAT DOES THIS MEAN TO YOU?

NOTE'. IF PRESSED FROM RESPONDENTS RE WHAT IT DOES MEAN, COULD

PERHAPS RESPOND AS FOLLOWS: "WHAT CANADA-U.S. FREE TRADE

ULTIMATELY MEANS WILL DEPEND UPON WHAT IS INCLUDED IN ANY

FINAL FREE TRADE AGREEMENT. HOWEVER, THE PRESENT

DISCUSSIONS ARE BASICALLY ABOUT CANADA ENTERING INTO AN

AGREEMENT WITH THE UNITED STATES THAT WOULD ELIMINATE

TARIFFS AND SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCE OTHER TRADE BARRIERS ON

GOODS AND SERVICES FLOWING BETWEEN THE TWO COUNTRIES."

DECIMA RESEARCH LIV9ITED
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2. ATTENTIVENESS AND UNDERSTANDING

A) ATTENTIVENESS/FOLLOWING: HAVE YOU BEEN FOLLOWING THE

DISCUSSIONS ABOUT CANADA-U.S. FREE TRADE CLOSELY, OR NOT

REALLY FOLLOWING THE ISSUE MUCH ?

FOR THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN, WHY DO YOU OR HAVE YOU BEEN

FOLLOWING THE ISSUE CLOSELY ?

FOR THOSE WHO HAVE NOT, WHY HAVE YOU NOT BEEN FOLLOWING

CLOSELY THE DISCUSSIONS ABOUT CANADA-U.S. FREE TRADE ?

B) UNDERSTANDING: REGARDLESS OF HOW CLOSELY YOU'VE BEEN

FOLLOWING THESE DISCUSSIONS, DO YOU FEEL YOD UNDERSTAND THE

ISSUE AS WELL AS YOU WOULD LIKE ?

IF NOT, WHY DON'T YOD UNDERSTAND IT ? WHAT IS IT THAT YOU

DON'T UNDERSTAND ABOUT CANADA-U.S FREE TRADE AS WELL AS YOU

WOULD LIKE TOO ?

IS THERE ANYTHING IN PARTICULAR, SOME PARTICULAR ASPECT OF

THE ISSUE YOU DO NOT UNDERSTAND, OR DO YOU JUST SEE IT AS TOO

COMPLEX AN ISSUE OVERALL FOR THE AVERAGE CANADIAN TO HAVE A

GOOD UNDERSTANDING OF ?

WHAT KIND OF INFORMATION ABOUT CANADA-U.S. FREE TRADE DO

YOU PERSONALLY THINK YOU WOULD NEED OR LIKE TO HAVE OR SEE

IN ORDER TO UNDERSTAND THE ISSUE BETTER ?

WHAT WOULD MAKE IT SEEM MORE "REAL" OR COMPREHENSIBLE TO

YOU ?

DECIMA RESEAKCH LImITED
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III. GOOD X0FIA OR BAD IDEA ?

1. OVERALL:

O OVERR.LL, DO YOU THINK IT IS R^OOD [DEA OR A SRD [DEA FOR.

CANADA TO ENTER INTO.A FREE TRADE AGREEMENT WITH THE UNITED

STATES ? WHY ?

IN ORDER FOR A FREE- TRAI]E AGREEMENT TO BE A GOOD DEAL FOP,

,CANADA, W HAT DO YOU THINK IT WOULD HAVE TO INCLUDE ? THAT I5.>

WHRT DO YOU THINK THE ATTRIBUTES OF A GOOD DEAL WOULD BE ?

0 WHAT DO YOU THiNK THE ATTRI8UTE5 OF A. BAD DEAL FOR CANADA

WOi1LD BE ?

THINKING ABOUT FREE TRADÉ FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF...

t
I
1
r
i
I
I
I
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2. THE AVERAGE.C,4NAD1AN^

0 HOW COULD AN AVERAU CANADIAN TELL WI-iETHFR A DEAL WAS

GOOD OR BAD ? WHAT DO YOU THINK THEY WOULD HAVE TO LOOK

FOR ?

0 WHO WOULD YOU LISTEN TO ? WFiOSE OPINION WOULD'YOU QC1NSIDER

MOST IN [3ETERMIIVI[^G WHETHER YOU FELT A FFtEE TRADE DEAL WAS

GOQD OR BAD FOR THE COUNTRY ? (PROBE. F141 OR FEDEI^P,L

OPPOSITION LEADERS ? PROVINCIAL PREMIER? BUSINESS LEADERS ?

LAROU R_ LEADERS '5)

DEcf1v1A RESEARCH WiTED
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3. PROVINCIAL IMPACT 

0 HOW DO YOU THINK YOUR OWN PROVINCE WOULD FARE UNDER A 

CANADA-U.S. FREE TRADE  AGREEMENT? DO YOU THINK IT WOULD BE 

BETTER OFF, OR WORSE OFF? WHY DO YOU SAY THAT ? 

0 WHAT ABOUT THE EFFECT OF FREE TRADE ON VARIOUS INDUSTRIES OF 

PARTICULAR SIGNIFICANCE TO THE ECONOMIC WELL-BEING OF (YOUR 

PROVINCE) ? I'M GOING TO MENTION A FEW SPECIFIC INDUSTRIES OF 

SIGNIFICANCE TO (YOUR PROVINCE) AND ASK YOU WHETHER YOU 

THINK THEY'LL BE BETTER OFF OR WORSE OFF IF THERE WERE A FREE 

TRADE DEAL, AND WHY. WHAT ABOUT.... 

MENTION APPROPRIATE INDUSTRIES FOR EACH PROVINCE AS FOLLOWS: 

ONTARIO - MANUFACT.URING INDUSTRIES IN GENERAL ? (E.G. 

ELECTRONICS, APPLIANCES, AEROSPACE) ' 

-- CARS AND CAR PARTS IN PARTICULAR ? 

-- AGRICULTURE AND FARMING ? (PROBE IN LONDON AND BRANTFORD 

ESPECIALLY FOR REASONS) 

-- SERVICE INDUSTRIES?  

WHY DO YOU THINK THESE INDUSTRIES WILL BE BETTER OR WORSE OFF 

UNDER FREE TRADE ? 

ATLANTIC CANADA - FISH AND FISH PRODUCTS INDUSTRY ? 

DECIMA RESEARCH LIMITED 	 Z) 
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-- 	SHIPBUILDING ? 

WOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS ? 

QUEBEC -- MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES IN GENERAL ? (E.G. 

ELECTRONICS, APPLIANCES, AEROSPACE ) 

-- ELECTRIC POWER? 

- SERVICES?  

BRITISH COLUMBIA -- FORESTRY ? 

-- MINING ? 

DECIMA RESEARCH LIMITED 
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IV. EXPECTATIONS RE ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF FREE TRADE 

1. EXPECTATIONS RE JOBS: 	ONE OF THE ISSUES WHICH HAS ARISEN IS 

WHETHER FREE TRADE WILL MEAN MORE JOBS, OR FEWER JOBS FOR 

CANADIANS. WHICH DO YOU EXPECT FREE TRADE WILL MEAN FOR 

CANADA OVERALL, MORE JOBS OR FEWER JOBS? WHY DO YOU SAY THAT ? 

(PROBE BOTH) 

2. U.S. INVESTMENT : SUPPORTERS AND OPPONENTS OF FREE TRADE NVITH THE 

• UNITED STATES HAVE BOTH POINTEC) TO THE LIKELIHOOD OF INCREASED 

U.S. INVESTMENT IN CANADA UNDER FREE TRADE. 

O ARE YOU AT ALL CONCERNED ABOUT INCREASED U.S. INVESTMENT 

UNDER A CANADA-U.S. FREE TRADE AGREEMENT ? WHY/WHY NOT ? 

O SUPPORTERS SAY THAT THE INCREASED U.S. INVESTMENT IS 

IMPORTANT BECAUSE IT WILL CREATE MORE JOBS FOR CANADIANS. 

OTHERS SAY THAT MORE IMPORTANT THAN THE JOBS CREATED BY 

AMERICAN INVESTMENT IS THE NEED TO LIMIT AMERICAN INFLUENCE 

IN THE CANADIAN ECONOMY ? 

O WHICH DO YOU THINK IS MORE IMPORTANT - MORE JOBS FOR 

CANADIANS, OR LIMITING AMERICAN INFLUENCE IN CANADA?  

WHY DO YOU SAY THAT ? 

O MUST THERE BE A TRADE OFF BETWEEN: 

INCREASED JOBS AND 13) INCREASED AMERICAN  INFLUENCE?  

1 
DECIlvIA RESEARCH LIMITED 
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O ARE THERE LIMITS TO HOW FAR CANADA SHOULD GO IN ACCEPTING

INCREASED AMERICAN INFLUENCE, IN ORDER TO OBTAIN INCREASED

AMERICAN INVESTMENT AND MORE JOBS ? WHERE OR WHAT ARE THE

LIMITS ?

3. U.S. PROTECTIONISM

OVER THE LAST YEAR OR TWO, THE UNITED STATES HAS TAKEN A NUMBER

OF INITIATIVES WHICH MAKE IT HARDER FOR SOME CANADIAN GOODS AND

SERVICES TO ENTER THE UNITED STATES, SUCH AS SOFTWOOD LUMBER,

CEDAR SHAKES AND SHINGLES AND CERTAIN KINDS OF FISH. CONTINUED

ACTIONS OF THIS TYPE BY THE AMERICANS WOULD LIKELY HAVE A SERIOUS

EFFECT ON THE CANADIAN ECONOMY.

O HAS OBSERVING THE RECENT "PROTECTIONIST" INITIATIVES BY THE

AMERICANS MADE YOU MORE OR LESS INCLINED TO SUPPORT A

CANADA-U.S. FREE TRADE AGREEMENT ? WHY DO YOU SAY THAT ?

O IS FREE TRADE THE ANSWER TO U.S. PROTECTIONISM ?[F NOT, WHY

NOT ?

O WHAT OTHER ALTERNATIVES BESIDES FREE TRADE, IF ANY, ARE

AVAILABLE TO CANADA TO TRY AND CONTEND WITH AMERICAN

PROTECTIONISM ?

DECrIMA RESEARCH LIMITED
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V. CANADIAN IDENTITY AND INDEPENDENCE 

1. INDEPENDENCE : SOME HAVE EXPRESSED A CONCERN THAT, UNDER FREE 

TRADE, THE CANADIAN ECONOMY WOULD BECOME SO CLOSELY TIED TO 

THE AMERICAN ECONOMY THAT THEY FEEL IT COULD SERIOUSLY AFFECT 

OUR ABILITY TO MAKE OUR OWN DECISIONS, AND LEAD TO A LOSS OF 

INDEPENDENCE OR SOVEREIGNTY FOR CANADA. 

DO YOU THINK THAT SUCH CONCERNS ARE JUSTIFIED ? WHY/WHY NOT ? 

IF YES, WHY ARE YOU CONCERNED ABOUT A LOSS OF CONTROL OR 

INDEPENDENCE FOR CANADA UNDER FREE TRADE ? 

ARE YOU CONCERNED OR NOT CONCERNED THAT UNDER FREE TRADE THE 

AMERICANS WILL ASSUME CONTROL OF CANADA'S FUTURE? 

ASK THOSE WHO THINK THAT CANADA-U.S. FREE TRADE IS A BAD IDEA: 

IS A FEAR OR CONCERN ABOUT A LOSS OF INDEPENDENCE ONE OF THE 

REASONS FOR YOUR BEING OPPOSED TO  CANADA-U.S. FREE TRADE ? 

ASK THOSE WHO THINK FREE TRADE IS A GOOD IDEA: 

DESPITE BEING IN FAVOUR, ARE YOU NEVERTHELESS ALSO CONCERNED 

ABOUT A LOSS OF INDEPENDENCE FOR CANADA UNDER ,FREE TRADE ? 

DECIMA RESEARCH blvIITED 
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2. CANADIAN CULTURE AND IDENTITY

O WHEN YOU HEAR THE TERMS, "CANADIAN CULTURE" OR "CANADIAN

IDENTITY", WHAT DO THEY MEAN TO YOU ?

O DO YOU CONSIDER THESE IDEAS TO BE IMPORTANT ? WHAT FACTORS

DO YOU SEE AS CENTRAL TO CANADIAN CULTURE AND IDENTITY ?

O ARE YOU CONCERNED OR NOT CONCERNED ABOUT CANADIANS

BECOMING MORE LIKE AMERICANS UNDER A FREE TRADE AGREEMENT,

WHICH WOULD LIKELY RESULT IN CANADIANS SELLING MORE GOODS

AND SERVICES TO AMERICANS, AND AMERICANS INVESTING AND DOING

MORE BUSINESS IN CANADA ?

O DO YOU AGREE OR DISAGREE WITH THE VIEW THAT THE SENSE OF

IDENTITY AMONG CANADIANS IS SUFFICIENTLY STRONG THAT IT IS NOT

THREATENED BY INCREASED AMERICAN INFLUENCE UNDER FREE

TRADE?

DECIMA RESEARCH LIMITED
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VI. PERCEPTIONS OF THE NEGOTIATIONS 

AND DIMENSION OF CHANGE ASSOCIATED WITH FREE TRADE 

1. THE NEGOTIATIONS 

O HOW CONTENT ARE YOU WITH THE WAY THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 

AND ITS TRADE NEGOTIATORS ARE HANDLING THE NEGOTIATIONS WITH 

THE AMERICANS ? WHAT ABOUT THE HANDLING OF CONSULTATIONS 

WITH THE PREMIERS? 

O IS THERE ANYTHING IN PARTICULAR OF CONCERN TO YOU ABOUT THE 

NEGOTIATIONS ? ARE YOU CONCERNED AT ALL ABOUT CANADA 

GIVING AWAY TOO MUCH TO THE AMERICANS? 

0 WOULD IT CONCERN YOU AT ALL IF, AFTER PURSUING THE TRADE 

NEGOTIATIONS WITH THE AMERICANS TO THEIR FRUITION, THE 

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT DECIDED NOT TO SIGN A FREE TRADE DEAL 

WITH THE AMERICANS ? 

O WHAT DO YOU THINK IS MOST IMPORTANT FOR THE CANADIAN 

GOVERNMENT TO CONSIDER IN LOOKING AT AN AGREEMENT ARRIVED 

AT BY THE CANADIAN AND AMERICAN NEGOTIATORS AND DECIDING 

WHETHER OR NOT IT IS 1N CANADA'S BEST INTERESTS TO SIGN THE 

AGREEMENT?  

2. DIMENSION OF CHANGE 

O FINALLY, IF A FREE TRADE AGREEMENT IS REACHED WITH THE 

AMERICANS, HOW BIG A CHANGE DO YOU THINK THIS WILL PRODUCE 

FROM THE PRESENT ? 

DECIMA RESEARCH LIMITED 
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0 WOULD IT [N YOLiR VIEW BE A MAJOR BREAK FROM THE CURRENT

SITUATION, OR WOULD IT S[MPL^ BF ANOTHEft STEP iN CANADA'S

E^ONOMIC A N D OV E RAL L NATIONAL DEVELOPM ENT ?

^ THANK PARTICIPANTS
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